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Magneto Telephones for use in Mines. 

ASPECIALISED branch of telephony 
which has received considerable atten-
tion during recent years is that devoted 

to communication in mines. Owing to the 
conditions under which mine telephone 

systems are called upon to operate, special 

care has always been accorded the design of 

such systems, the outstanding features being 
the robust construction of the apparatus and, 

in coal mines, the precautions taken to prevent 

any spark or explosion within the instruments 

themselves from igniting inflammable gas 
which may be present in the surrounding 

atmosphere. Such telephones are designated 
as "flameproof" and their use has formed a 

notable contribution to safety in mines. 

From research work carried out in recent 
times, however, a new conception of safety 
measures has arisen and finds its expression 

in a system certified as "intrinsically safe" 
The difference between the two systems, 
flameproof and intrinsically safe, is really 

fundamental, as will be seen from the follow-

ing brief summaries of the underlying 
principles. 

In the flameproof system, any spark occur-

ring in an instrument is prevented from 
igniting an external explosive atmosphere by 

virtue of the mechanical construction of the 
Instrument. Further, sparking between line 

wires linking the telephones is avoided by 
employing insulated cable, armoured for 
mechanical protection. 

A system is intrinsically safe when pre- 

cautions are taken, not merely to prevent a 
spark from igniting external gases, but to 

prevent the actual occurrence of a spark of 
sufficient energy to explode a gaseous 
atmosphere. 

Wherever inflammable gas, though not 
normally present, may occur in such quan-

tities as to be potentially dangerous, the 
use of a flameproof instrument and armoured 

cable will provide protection at that point by 

virtue of the design of the instrument. 

Intrinsic safety, on the other hand, is obtained 

by limiting energy produced, and since 
excessive energy produced at one point on a 

system may discharge as a spark at any other 

point, it follows that, in general, all apparatus 

must be of the intrinsically safe type. 
Instruments may, however, be linked by bare 

wire since limitation of spark energy prevents 
sparking across the wires. 

In Great Britain either system of protection 

may be adopted, H.M. Mines Department 

granting certificates to apparatus having 
'passed their tests. Mining telephones manu-

factured by The General Electric Company 
for use underground are illustrated in Figs. 1 

and 2. These have been designed in close 

collaboration with the Mines Department and 

each is certified as being flameproof and 
intrinsically safe. They may be installed, 
therefore, by Mine Managements who elect 

to safeguard their personnel and property by 

employing a flameproof system, and by 
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Fig. 1.—Mining Telephone, Cat. No. K8100. 

Managements adopting a system intrinsically 
safe. 

The mechanical construction of these two 
sets will be described, with particular refer-
ence to the features which make them 
flameproof, before giving detailed considera-
tion to the measures adopted to secure 
intrinsic safety 

Construction and Flameproof features 
of Mining Telephone K.8100 (Fig. 1). 

A cast - iron case accommodates the 
apparatus, a hinged cover being securely 
bolted in position when closed. A solid back 
transmitter is located in a chamber cast into 
the cover and is protected from damage by a 
cast-iron front cover in which are incorporated 
two protective gauzes. A modified form of 
Bell-type receiver in an all-metal case is 
mounted internally and is acoustically con-
nected to a cast-iron earpiece by a heavily 
armoured tube. Lifting this tube, which is  

gravity-restored, rotates a cam inside the 
telephone and actuates switch springs con-
trolling the battery supply On the right in 
Fig. 1 is seen the handle of the generator, and 
on the top of the case is the gong of the bell, 
whilst in a chamber at the bottom are 
terminals for line wires and leads to an 
extension bell if this latter should be required. 

The instrument is flameproof since, 
although circumstances may arise leading to 
an explosion of gas inside the instrument, all 
possible outlets offer paths of such length that 
gases are adequately cooled before reaching 
the external atmosphere. In the view of the 
set open for inspection, given in Fig. 3, are 
seen wide flanges on the case ; these are 
machined flat and result in a flameproof and 
watertight joint when the cover is bolted in 
position. The magneto driving spindle 
passes through a bearing bush giving a 
minimum diametral clearance, in passing 
through which an escaping gas has to traverse 
the cooling surface presented by a long length 
of bush. The receiver arm passing through 
the case is housed in an extended bearing 
having a very small diametral clearance. The 
case of the Bell-type receiver is screwed into 

Fig. 2.—Mining Telephone, Cat. No. K8099. 
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unoccupied space with the 
most inflammable mixture of 
methane and air and firing 
this mixture by means of 
a sparking plug. An ex-
ternal surrounding gas of the 
same nature was unaffected, 
whilst, further, the compo-
nents of the set did not 
sustain damage. 

Further details are metal 

containers for two dry cells 

on the inside of the cover , 

canvas drive of the generator, 

giving a flexible coupling 

which prevents any slight 

." 
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faulty alignment from affect-

ing operation of the generator 

and producing wear in the 

I
MOD 

Fig. 3.—Mining Telephone K8100 open for inspection. 

a long adaptor on the receiver arm whilst on 
the end of the receiver case through which 
connecting wires pass is fitted a cap contain-
ing sealing compound, thus preventing any 
possible outlet via the receiver and listening 
tube. The bell mechanism is fitted inside 
the case, only the gong appearing on the 
outside, whilst the hammer spindle passes 
through a substantial bearing bush. Finally, 
when the instrument is installed and con-
nections made, the terminal chamber is filled 
with sealing compound. 

Space inside the case is utilised to the best 

advantage, reducing to a minimum the 

unoccupied volume in which gas may accu-

mulate. The flameproof test to which this 

instrument was subjected by the Mines 

Department consisted of forcibly filling the  

driving spindle bush ; and 

means of lubricating the 
generator shaft in order to minimise wear 

Results of recent research in the telephone 

world show the desirability of employing for 

all telephones an anti-side-tone circuit, i.e., 
one which prevents reproduction in a receiver 

of speech and noise picked up by the trans-
mitter of the same set. Whilst in normal 

situations such a circuit gives several advan-

tages, its use is specially important in noisy 

situations where, if local noise were 

reproduced in a receiver, incoming speech 

from the distant end would be so "masked" 

as to make conversation extremely difficult, 

if not impossible. Since it is clear that 
mining telephones will particularly benefit 

from suppression of unwanted reproduction 

of local noise, sets K.8100 and K.8099 are 
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Fig. 4.—Mining Telephone K8099 open for use. 
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each fitted with the 
latest G.E.C. anti-side-
tone induction coil. 
Although much has 
been written on the 
subject, the principle 
may be summed up by 
saying that the induc-
tion coil is so wound 
that a potential differ-
ence across a receiver 
winding induced by 
currents in a transmit-
ter winding is opposed 
by a P.D. in the opposite direction induced 
in a third winding. The latest induction coil 
designed by the Company gives maximum 
side-tone suppression and is particularly 
suited to use in mining telephones. 

Construction and Flameproof features 
of Mining Telephone K.8099 (Fig. 2). 

The G.E.C. mining telephone K.8099 
differs from the type K.8100 in having two 
receivers, which, together with a transmitter 
are fitted to an inside panel, access being 
gained by opening a front cover, as seen in 
Fig. 4. When either receiver arm is lifted, 
the transmitter is brought into correct 
position for speech, this motion of the trans-
mitter for each call serving incidentally to 

agitate the carbon granules. A handle at the 
side locks the front cover, giving firm contact 
with a hemp strip on the case in order to make 
a watertight joint. 

Flameproofing of this instrument is not 
effected as in the K.8100 by making the whole 
case flameproof but by constructing a small 
chamber for each of the spring sets at which 
sparking may occur A plunger is actuated 
by the lifting of a receiver and passes through  

a long bearing bush to the underside of a small 
platform where are mounted the switch 
springs controlling the battery supply A 
small cast-iron domed cover is bolted to the 
platform, giving a flameproof enclosure for 
these springs. The generator contacts, the 
other possible source of spat king, are similarly 
enclosed by a casting fixed to the end of the 
generator 

As is seen in Fig. 5, all components are 
mounted on the inner panel, which, by means 
of a special key, may be removed intact in 
order to facilitate inspection. Removal of 
receivers and transmitter is dependent upon 
the use of special keys which may be issued 
to authorised persons only in order to prevent 
malicious damage. A separate bell (K.8312) 
is supplied as part of the equipment and may 
be installed in the most advantageous position. 

Intrinsic Safety Measures. 
Apart from any question of protection, the 

features which make these telephones so 
eminently suitable for operation in mines, 
maximum compactness compatible with 
robust construction, watertight qualities and 
reliable operation under conditions not con- 
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Fig. 5.—Mining Telephone K8099 open for inspection. 
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ducive to good telephony, have been 
characteristics of G.E.C. mining telephones 
for many years and have resulted in a very 
wide popularity 	With the advent of 
"intrinsic safety", therefore, the original 
designs were adhered to, modifications, rather 
than radical departures, being sought in 
order to meet modern needs. The result is 
seen in these latest K.8100 and K.8099 sets, 
each of which incorporates in the one 
instrument both flameproof and intrinsically 
safe qualities, thus giving both in production 
and service the advantages which lie in 
limiting the variety of apparatus. 

The measures taken in the sets to produce 
intrinsic safety are firstly, a reduction in 
armature turns on the generator and the 
addition of a shunt resistance across the 
armature in order to limit output, and 
secondly, a reduction in turns on the bell coil 
in order to decrease the induced back-E.M.F. 
when the circuit is broken. The resistance 
shunting the generator is designed and 
manufactured to ensure that it is practically 
indestructible in service. 

These precautions are adequate to prevent 
an excess of energy likely to give rise to an 
incendive spark on a system 
employing similar equipment 
throughout but are not 
necessarily effective if certified 
equipment to a different speci-
fication is also employed. A 
further modification is thus 
made and consists of connecting 
a certified condenser of suitable 
capacity across the bell, ex-
periment having shown that, 
with this condenser in circuit, 

on a system employing two of 

more different certified types,  

incendive sparking does not occur. In 
the K.8100 set the condenser is fitted 
inside the case and is connected in such 
a manner that it cannot be disconnected 
without also disconnecting the bell. A simi-
lar condenser, connected in the same manner, 
is a component of the K.8312 bell for use 
with the K.8099 telephone. It is definitely 
advisable that all bells on a system in which 
intrinsic safety is sought be fitted with a 
condenser across the terminals in order to 
prevent the possibility of danger arising out of 
any subsequent installation of mixed certified 
types of telephones. 

Intrinsic safety, as has been explained, 
depends upon limitation of energy at all points 
in order to prevent an incendive spark at any 
point, thus involving the use of intrinsically 
safe apparatus throughout. The telephones 
described may be used underground either 
exclusively or in conjunction with other 
certified types but the system as a whole will 
not be intrinsically safe unless surface instru-
ments which may be connected to shaft lines 
are also certified. If desired, of course, the 
K.8100 and K.8099 sets may be employed on 
the surface but unless they happen to be 
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Fig. 6.—Surface type 
mining telephone K8105 

(wall pattern). Fig. 7.—Surface type mining telephone K8107 (table pattern). 

temporarily spare this would 
involve needless expense. A 
wall pattern telephone expressly 
designed for surface use is the 
K.8105 illustrated in Fig. 6. It 

may be regarded as the counterpart of the 
K.8100 set and is certified by the Mines 
Department as intrinsically safe. The cabinet 
is of hardwood and includes a compartment 
for two dry cells. The equivalent table-
pattern telephone is shown in Fig. 7. 

It is not necessary to replace existing 
uncertified surface instruments in order to 
render a system intrinsically safe. If the 
operator at the surface switchboard is pro-
vided with a certified telephone set then the 
necessary safeguards can be completed by 
introducing in each shaft line a K.8338 
coupling unit shown in Fig. 8. Coupling 
between the line and the surface switchboard 
is through two condensers of such capacity 
as will pass currents of speech frequency but 
not low frequency ringing currents. To call 
over the line, the operator depresses the key 
on the left which permits ringing current to 
be fed to the line from the generator in the 
operator's certified set. The key is of the 
non-locking type and restores when released. 

At the end of conversation, when the ring-off 
signal is given, it is impossible for the un-
controlled output of the generator in the 
uncertified set to pass down the shaft line. 
The indicator on the front panel of the unit 
replaces the shaft-line signal on the switch-
board and is wound to give an inductance 
value such that the induced back-E.M.F. 

when the circuit is broken is not capable of 
producing an incendive spark. 

A second key is fitted to the unit in order 
to enable a surface telephone to be switched 
through to a shaft line during hours in which 
the switchboard is unattended. Such an 
instrument must, of course, be intrinsically 
safe since, for the time being, it forms part 
of the underground system. 

Fig. 8.— 
Coupling Unit 

K8338. 
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